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Greetings, Prince of Songkla University!

The 8th De La Salle – Model United Nations (DLS-MUN) is the largest international Model UN Conference in the 
Philippines, and gathers high school and college students to create solutions for global issues while simulating the 
United Nations setting and procedure. Now in its 8th year, DLS-MUN will be held for the second time online, catering 
to both local and international MUN organizations and universities from May 6-8, 2022, and will be accompanied by 
multiple pre-conference events such as panel discussions, case competitions, and outreach programs. 

This year, the United Nations Philippines has officially supported our event, with the theme “Exploring the New 
Decade Through Digital Solutions and Social Action” the 8th DLS-MUN aspires to foster  a multi-sectoral initiative by 
providing an academic discourse on the issues encountered by social, economic, educational and other significant 
institutions in society to carefully prepare for facing the new normal with equal opportunities for development. 

We are searching for schools, universities, and MUN organizations that would help promote the 8th DLS-MUN with 
the option to send a delegation of at least five students; as such, we would like to invite your organization to be 
our partner for this flagship event. 

Enclosed herewith is the Delegation Primer which contains the event details and packages, as well as an official 
letter of support from the United Nations Philippines. We are open to negotiate in order to achieve the best 
terms for both of our parties. Should you wish to modify a package or have any questions and concerns, feel free to 
contact me through this email. 

Thank you and we look forward to hearing from you soon! 

--  
Sincerely,

CALEIGH MEI T. TAN
Deputy Secretary-General 
8th De La Salle – Model United Nations
Mobile: +63 918 925 5181 
Facebook | Telegram  

Previous Partners: 

ᐧ

DISCLAIMER AND CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information contained in this e-mail, including those in its attachments, is confidential and intended only for the
person(s) or entity(ies) to which it is addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, you must not read, copy, store,
disclose, distribute this message, or act in reliance upon the information contained in it. If you received this e-mail in
error, please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer or system. Any views expressed in this
message are those of the individual sender and may not necessarily reflect the views of De La Salle University. 

--  
You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "psu-intl" group. 
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to psu-intl+unsubscribe@group.g.
psu.ac.th. 

https://www.facebook.com/caleighmei
https://t.me/caleigh
mailto:psu-intl+unsubscribe@group.g.psu.ac.th


To view this discussion on the web visit https://groups.google.com/a/group.g.psu.ac.th/d/msgid/psu-
intl/CAPC5xdCrd5qG%3Dck3Ej%2Bwk9XoE8SXqnTPF3u%3Dc3T2xV3f86khWA%40mail.gmail.com.
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Good day! 

Thank you very much for your response and interest in partnering for the event! To finalize our partnership, kindly fill
up this google form via https://bit.ly/8tDLSMUN-PARTNERSHIP-FORM by attaching the organization’s logo/s and
providing all the details to be used for the Memorandum of Agreement. 

To answer your question, the platinum, gold, and silver packages are all non-monetary, therefore the only fees that
would need to be paid are for the students who will attend the event. 

See image below for the cost breakdown and discount packages for the delegate fees: 

Here is the delegation registration form for students:  https://bit.ly/8thDLSMUN-Delegation-Form. 

Should you have any concerns, clarifications, or questions, please do not hesitate to contact me through this email.
Once again, we thank you so much for taking part in this year’s 8th DLSMUN. 
ᐧ[Quoted text hidden]

PSU Security Policy:

Prince of Songkla University will never ask for your password.  
If you receive an email that either: 
- Asks for your password, or  
- Tells you to click a link that redirects to a website outside psu.ac.th domain and ask for password confirmation/reset.
It is definitely a dangerous phishing/scam email.  
If you get such an email, please forward as attachment to email report-phish@psu.ac.th

https://bit.ly/8tDLSMUN-PARTNERSHIP-FORM
https://bit.ly/8thDLSMUN-Delegation-Form
http://psu.ac.th/
mailto:report-phish@psu.ac.th


































 
 
 

Office of the Resident Coordinator 

 15/F North Tower Rockwell Business Center Sheridan • Sheridan cor. United St reet., Mandaluyong City• Philippines  
                        

 
 
 
 
Dear Mr. Almonte, 
 

I commend you and your co-organizers of the De La Salle Model UN Conference (DLSMUN) 
for undertaking what is—even in pre-pandemic conditions—an immense feat of organizing and 
preparation, and today, an even greater task amid the continuing social restrictions of the pandemic, 
requiring creative use of technology and thoughtful anticipation of the participants’ needs. 

 
As I write this, the Philippines is looking forward to transitioning to a new normal, free from 

a kind of paralysis that has marked the last two years of COVID-19’s reign in the country and in the 
rest of the world. We are all waiting to see what this new normal will look like and how reliable it will 
be. We are certain that it will not be free of problems, indeed, will likewise come with challenges as 
unique and unknown as this period in our history.  

 
In 2015, the UN marked its 70th year anniversary with the promise of a stronger UN for a 

better world. Few occasions merit this assurance as this present time, this year, when the world is 
peering out cautiously from under the veil of the pandemic to see what awaits us, what the future 
might be like in our changed society.  

 
Model UN Conferences are a good reminder of a shared aspiration and undertaking among 

the community of nations to collectively look ahead, address hindrances to our shared future, and 
see how we can shape it for the good of all. 

 
The theme of the Eighth Edition of the DLSMUN is appropriate to this time: “Exploring the 

New Decade Through Digital Solutions and Action.”  
 
Unexpectedly, COVID-19 came with a gift: it showed us how, through the use of technology, 

we can carry on learning, working, and relating with one another, without the physical interaction 
that made these things possible in the past. The restrictions imposed by COVID-19 forced us to 
rethink and innovate our processes and systems in ways that were unthinkable just two years ago.  

 
At the same time, however, the negative impact of COVID-19 has been unprecedented. 

Poverty and inequities have risen to a degree known only during the last world war. Children are 
suffering a learning deficit from long-term closure of schools that will take years to overcome. Young 
people are anxious about their future, and mental health issues are on the rise. Human rights are 
being beaten back on several fronts on the pretext of keeping infections at bay. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Date: 17 February 2022 
Addressee:  
Mr. Gio Almonte 
Secretary General 
The 8th De La Salle Model United Nations 
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Now, more than ever, we need young people and the tools that they are so adept at, to take 

a seat at the table and help shape an agenda that will transform our world to the same extent that 
COVID-19 has changed us. Build this agenda on the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), 
which remains the world’s best roadmap for achieving an inclusive, sustainable, equal world where 
no one is left behind. 

 
Keep the SDGs infront of you always, as you follow and improve upon a model for solving 

and anticipating challenges together and bravely building a society in the aftermath of a disease that 
we have survived and triumphed over.  

 
I wish you many days of meaningful interactions in your Model UN Conference. 

 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

 
 

 
Dr. Selva Ramachandran 
Resident Coordinator, ad interim 
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